
Madam's 3201 

 

  Chapter 3201 Tell her that I can rescue her daughter 

 

  The most frightening thing is that Qiao Nian, as a well-known miracle doctor on the black market, is 

also the owner of the small pills. She has the ability to shut up those who buy medicines. 

 

   After all, those people still want her. 

 

  People, at a certain age, only this miracle drug can attract them more than benefits! 

 

   "Oh." Nie Qingru really didn't expect that someone would force her to such a degree one day. 

 

  She smiled at the corner of her lips, but her mind was spinning quickly, and she immediately asked 

Shadow: "I remember that she has a second aunt, do you have a grudge against her?" 

 

   "You mean..." Shadow immediately understood. 

 

Nie Qingru has only trusted someone around him for so many years, and she still has a certain 

emotional foundation for him, and her anger softened: "I asked her directly for medicine, but she would 

definitely not give it. I can only start with people around her. If it is What about the needs of her loved 

ones that she cares about?" 

 

  When Nie Qingru mentioned this, his heart softened a little after hard work and hardened again. 

 

   "Those people are different from me after all. Didn't they only know about her existence later on? I 

haven't seen her in the past ten years." 

 

   "She cares about those people very much, more important than her mother's own brother! 

Ridiculous." 

 



  Shadow just listened to it, and didn't dare to say anything to irritate her. 

 

  He understood Nie Qingru's hatred for the Ji family, and also understood the pain she had to choose 

between her own daughter and power... 

 

  Qiao Nian always talks about seasons. 

 

  If she had known the truth back then, she probably wouldn't have opposed the Queen like this. 

 

   After all, the queen is also a victim. 

 

  Nie Qingru also said that she was upset, and she would not indulge in negative emotions, so she 

immediately told him: "You go to contact her second aunt." 

 

  Shadow raised his head slightly, staring at her seriously as he spoke. 

 

Nie Qingru pulled off the shawl, frowned again, disgusted: "Tell her, as long as she helps me with this 

matter. I can promise her one request, any request is fine, as long as it is within my ability guilt, 

including saving her daughter!" 

 

  Shadow had already made Qiao Nian's family background a background for her. 

 

  It is not surprising that Nie Qingru knows about Tang Wanru and Jiang Xianrou, including Qiao 

Nian's life experience in the previous 18 years, Nie Qingru knows everything about it. 

 

   Except for some things that Qiao Nian didn't want people to know, such as the things that made a 

lot of noise before, she didn't deliberately hide them. 

 

  So Nie Qingru is also aware of the grievances between Tang Wanru and Qiao Nian, as well as Jiang 

Xianrou who is still serving her sentence in a women's prison... 

 



  Shadow bowed and said goodbye: "I'll do it right away." 

 

  Nie Qingru was in a bad mood, so she just waved: "Go." 

 

  As soon as the shadow left, a group of Nie family members led by Nie Tao rushed from the 

residence to the hospital. 

 

  They saw Nie Qingru in the corridor. 

 

   Led by Nie Tao, a large group of people surrounded them. 

 

  Nie Tao looked worried, and asked Nie Qingru: "I heard Qixing is not doing well? Are you okay? 

Didn't we call so many experts here, and none of them are useful?" 

 

  Nie Qingru clearly knew that he was not sincere, but it was not easy to expose him directly, so she 

put on a cold face and replied casually: "You are fine, I have already thought of a way." 

 

  Nie Tao was so disappointed that he forced himself to smile: "That's good, as long as people are 

fine." 

 

The rest of the Nie family couldn't pretend like he did, except that they didn't write "I'm not dead" on 

their faces. They were so disappointed. Surrounded by so many people, I didn't see anyone who was still 

pretending like Nie Tao. He looked as if he wished Nie Qixing would die today. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3202 She really got a call 

 

  Nie Qingru was upset, and walked away with a hum. 

 

  Nie Tao's face turned livid, and he clenched his fists, trying to hold back the resentment. 



 

  ** 

 

   "Can you really help me rescue Xianrou?" 

 

  Jiang Family Villa. 

 

  Tang Wanru received a call and didn't know what was said on the other end. 

 

  Her expression changed suddenly, and she got up immediately, ignoring the surprised eyes of the 

servant and Jiang Yao, and hurried up to the second floor with her mobile phone in her hand. 

 

  The moment she closed the door, she eagerly asked the other party to confirm: "What you said is 

true? Did you lie to me?" 

 

   "Do I have to lie to you?" The man on the other end of the phone had a calm voice, a strange voice 

that he had never heard before. 

 

Tang Wanru's violent heartbeat stabilized a little bit, and she became skeptical of his words: "But looking 

at the whole capital city, no one can rescue Xianrou, how can you find someone? If it was so easy to 

save, I would have rescued her long ago gone." 

 

  Actually, Tang Wanru never let go of her dream of rescuing Jiang Xianrou. 

 

  She sold many jewelry in private, and spent money to clear up relationships, but the money she 

spent was like nothing, either she was cheated, or they returned the money to her the next day, running 

faster than a rabbit. 

 

  She also tried to intercede with Mr. Jiang and Jiang Zongjin and Jiang Zongnan. Every time she 

brought up the topic, everyone in the family made faces, and no one paid attention to her... 

 

  She tried everything she could think of, but she couldn't get Jiang Xianrou out of prison. 



 

  This person can do it just by opening his mouth, how can she believe it? 

 

   "Jie Jie." The other party seemed to know what she was thinking, and said casually: "Remember to 

answer the phone in ten minutes, I will let your daughter call you." 

 

   "You..." Tang Wanru was extremely surprised, her heart was pounding. 

 

  The person on the other end of the phone said flatly: "This is just the 'deposit' I paid you in advance, 

as long as you can help me complete this matter. I will do what I promised you." 

 

   "Who the **** are you?" Tang Wanru had been in Beijing for decades, so she was not stupid. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan's influence in the capital city can be said to overwhelm the sky with one hand. 

Xianrou offended him and went to the prison, but the other party had the ability to release him. 

 

  She had to doubt the identity of the other party. 

 

   "Who are you...?" Tang Wanru was suspicious and afraid. 

 

  It's a pity that the person on the other end of the phone ignored her, only heard the beeping sound 

from the other end, and she had already hung up the phone. 

 

  Tang Wanru took the phone away and looked at the blacked-out screen, her heart ached, and she 

walked around the room restlessly. 

 

  She wanted to open the door and go out to talk to Jiang Yao about the phone call, but she was 

afraid that Jiang Yao would not stand by her side... 

 

   While she was hesitating, ten minutes were up. 

 



  A call came in from Tang Wanru's mobile phone. 

 

  She remembered what the man said, and answered desperately: "Hello, Xianrou?" 

 

A familiar female voice came from the other end, crying sadly: "Mom, do you have a way to save me? I 

heard from my people that you have a way to save me. You save me, save me, I'm going crazy in there, I 

can't stand it." 

 

  What Tang Wanru loves the most is her youngest daughter, who was once so slim and graceful, and 

has grown into a dazzling pearl in the circle of celebrities in Beijing. 

 

  Now he is reduced to a prisoner, and he is too thin. 

 

  As a mother, how can she not feel sorry for her children. 

 

  Tang Wanru gritted her teeth, remembered the matter the other party mentioned, made a decision 

in her heart, and comforted the crying person in a deep voice: "Don't worry, Mom will definitely save 

you!" 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3203 I am thinking about how to get the medicine out of Sister Nian 

 

  At this time, Jiang Yao knocked on the door. 

 

   and Jiang Yao's inquiry from outside. 

 

   "I just saw that your complexion was very bad, are you inside?" 

 

"I am here." 



 

  Tang Wanru was afraid that he would come in, so she hurriedly responded. 

 

  While covering the phone with his hands, he said to Jiang Xianrou, "Don't cry, I will find a way. Your 

elder brother is outside, so I won't tell you." 

 

  Jiang Xianrou on the other end of the phone was crying like she was in a nightmare and asked her to 

save herself. 

 

  Tang Wanru couldn't take care of herself, so she had to hang up the phone first. 

 

   Then she tidied up her appearance, tried her best to make herself look the same as usual, walked 

over and opened the door, looked at the people outside, and said, "What do you want from me?" 

 

  Jiang Yao frowned, and glanced into her room, but saw no one. 

 

   Only then did he turn his eyes back to her face, paused, and said suspiciously: "I saw you answer 

the phone just now, and your face didn't look very good. I thought something happened to you, so I 

came here to take a look." 

 

   "Oh, I'm fine." Tang Wanru answered too quickly. 

 

  Jiang Yao frowned again. 

 

   "Really all right?" 

 

Tang Wanru also knew that she had to find a reasonable reason, so her eyes wandered, and she said 

with a gloomy face, "I just heard from a good friend that Jiang Li's new movie is about to be released, 

and she got the VIP ticket for the premiere." ticket, and asked me if I would go." 

 

   "I just found out that he has a new movie premiere! He didn't tell me about such a big thing, so it 

can be seen that he doesn't see me as a mother!" 



 

  When Jiang Li was mentioned, Tang Wanru was naturally furious. 

 

  The three brothers and sisters all crawled out of her stomach. Even if Jiang Yao was not as obedient 

as before, he still knew how to care about her. 

 

  Only Jiang Li didn't even go home, and just circled around Qiao Nian all day long. 

 

  A cousin is actually closer than his own sister! 

 

  Tang Wanru became annoyed when she mentioned it, and her annoyed expression became real: "I 

still heard about him from other people, which made me quite embarrassed." 

 

  Jiang Yao really believed it, sighed, and comforted her: "Didn't you always dislike things in the 

entertainment industry? Jiang Li probably didn't tell you because he thought you didn't like it." 

 

   "I'm afraid he thinks more than that, and he doesn't have my mother in his heart." Tang Wanru 

didn't appreciate it. 

 

  Jiang Yao didn't want to get entangled with her on this issue. Seeing that she was fine and didn't 

seem to be hiding something from him, he made an excuse and left to go to the company first. 

 

  Tang Wanru heard the sound of the engine starting from the car outside the villa, and knew that 

Jiang Yao had left, so she hurried back to the room to tidy up, put on her bag, and hurried out. 

 

   "Ma'am, where are you going?" The servant saw her changing shoes in the hallway, and asked with 

concern. 

 

   In exchange for Tang Wanru's sharp gaze, she looked over: "Stop talking, do more! It's up to you 

where I go." 

 



  The servant originally only cared about it out of good intentions, but in return she scolded her head 

and face, and she didn't dare to speak out anymore. 

 

  Tang Wanru twisted up her bag and left the house in a hurry. 

 

  ** 

 

  She thought about how to get the medicine out of Qiao Nian's hands this time, maybe it was 

because she had dealt with Qiao Nian a lot. 

 

  Tang Wanru understood Qiao Nian's character in some respects, she knew that she was a generous 

person who would not take herself seriously. 

 

  So Tang Wanru drove to the nursing home where Mr. Jiang was staying as soon as she left home. 

 

   On the way to the nursing home, I went through the idea of how to take the medicine step by step, 

and my eyes gradually became firm... 

  Chapter 3204 Your grandfather is dying 

 

   Afternoon. 

 

  Jiang Li had just finished filming the magazine, waved goodbye to the editor-in-chief, and got into 

the nanny car. 

 

  The mobile phone that the assistant kept for him rang. 

 

   "Brother Li, you are on the phone." The assistant hurriedly handed him the phone. 

 

  Jiang Li took the phone and asked casually, "Who is it?" 

 



  The assistant remembered the incoming call on the screen that he saw out of the corner of his eye, 

and was not sad, and said casually, "It seems to be your mother." 

 

  Who knew that when Jiang Li heard these two words, he suppressed the playful look on his face, 

frowned, and his expression became serious. 

 

   "Why is she calling me?" 

 

  He has always had a cynical personality, but the sudden change made the people in the nanny car 

unaccustomed to it. 

 

  The ringtone of the mobile phone is still ringing persistently in the car. 

 

  The assistant finally realized that he might not have a good relationship with his family, so he 

stopped the magazine clothes he was sorting out, and asked him softly, "Brother Li, aren't you 

answering the phone?" 

 

  Jiang Li still wears make-up on his face, outlining his pair of peach blossom eyes that are even more 

amorous. This appearance is top-notch in the entertainment industry. 

 

   No wonder he has so many fans. 

 

Jiang Li stared at the word 'Mom' that jumped on the phone screen for a few seconds, frowned, opened 

the door and jumped out of the car, without turning his head, he said to the people in the car: "Wait for 

me to get off, I'll go to the side Get on the phone." 

 

  … 

 

  He didn't go very far. 

 

   Picked up Tang Wanru's call not far from the nanny's car on the edge of the lawn: "Hello." 

 



  At first, I thought that what greeted him was Tang Wanru's nagging complaints, or asking him to ask 

Nian Nian to beg for mercy and release Jiang Xianrou... 

 

   Didn't expect this time to be different from what he thought. 

 

   "Jiang Li, something has happened." Tang Wanru's voice was flustered, interspersed with crying. 

 

  Jiang Li suddenly closed the corners of his eyes, stood up straight, and said in a deep voice, "What's 

wrong? What happened?" 

 

   "Your grandpa... your grandpa suffered a sudden cerebral hemorrhage and was admitted to the 

hospital." Tang Wanru brought the sad news. 

 

  Jiang Li's temples were throbbing wildly, the knuckles of his hands gripping the phone turned white, 

he gritted his teeth hard, and immediately asked, "Which hospital is grandpa in? I'll go there right 

away!" 

 

   He said walking back. 

 

  Tang Wanru said on the phone: "The doctor said that he wanted a small pill. It's the medicine your 

grandfather took before... Do you still have that medicine at home? You can bring some here first." 

 

   "...You mean the medicine that Niannian gave you?" Jiang Li stopped abruptly, and a strange color 

appeared in his eyes. 

 

  He knows the medicine. 

 

   Sanwu health care products, Qiao Nian told the old man that they are special products around the 

city, the kind that are not worth much and have no packaging. Every time she comes back, she will give 

the old man a glass bottle. 

 

  Why did the doctors in the hospital know about this medicine? Want this medicine by name? 



 

   When he doubted. 

 

  Tang Wanru took a strong medicine: "I sent your grandpa here with the people from the nursing 

home. The nurse in the nursing home told the doctor. Is there any medicine at home? Your grandpa...is 

about to die!" 

 

  ... People are dying? 

 

  Jiang Li swayed, his face suddenly turned an inch pale, but fortunately he quickly grabbed the door 

of the nanny's car and managed to hold on. 

 

  He thought about it carefully: "It seems that there is no such medicine at home." 

 

   This time Qiao Nian came back temporarily, so he didn't give the old man any medicine. 

 

  Tang Wanru immediately said: "Where is Qiao Nian? You go to her to get a few first, she must have 

them!" 

 

  Jiang Li just asked, "Did the doctor say that this medicine is necessary?" 

 

   "Your grandfather has been taking it, and the effect is quite good... This is not a sudden brain 

congestion, the doctor said to try..." 

 

   

 

   Chapter 3205 Jiang Li, what about the medicine 

 

  Tang Wanru didn't give him too much time to think about it, and hurriedly urged him on the phone: 

"You hurry up, come over when you get the medicine. Don't be too late!" 

 



   "..." Jiang Li wanted to say something. 

 

   There was a beeping sound on the other end of the phone. 

 

   He was holding the phone, his face looked really bad. 

 

  The staff in the nanny car were all watching him, and Jiang Li didn't care. First, he dug out the phone 

number of Mr. Jiang in the address book and called. 

 

  Shut down. 

 

   He took a deep breath, then dug out the phone number of the doctor who usually takes care of Mr. 

Jiang. 

 

   also shuts down. 

 

  Two consecutive phones are turned off. 

 

   Jiang Li was a little suspicious at first, but now he has to worry about what happened to Jiang 

Weishang. 

 

   He quickly got into the car, closed the door, and said to the driver in a deep voice, "Go to Rhine 

first." 

 

   "Brother Li, we have a job next..." The assistant wanted to remind him that he had a radio 

recording job next. 

 

  Jiang Li was about to call Qiao Nian with his mobile phone in one hand, but he said without raising 

his head, "Push it. I'll pay the liquidated damages, no matter how much." 

 

   He said so. 



 

  Assistant is not a blind person, so he stopped bothering him and went to contact the agent to talk 

about the unexpected situation here. 

 

  ** 

 

   Twenty minutes later. 

 

  Jiang Li arrived outside the Rhine Apartment in a nanny car. 

 

  Qiao Nian just hurried back from the place to eat and was standing on the side of the road waiting 

for him. 

 

  Jiang Li just stopped the car, opened the door and went straight to the girl standing on the side of 

the road, and asked her anxiously: "Niannian, that medicine..." 

 

   Qiao Nian wore a peaked cap, so he didn't say much nonsense, and took out a glass bottle from his 

body and handed it to him. 

 

   His anxious expression was reflected in his cold eyes, and he couldn't help but darken, and his voice 

was rarely stained with obscurity: "Which hospital is Grandpa in?" 

 

  Jiang Li only told her on the phone that Jiang Weishang had suffered a cerebral congestion and was 

admitted to the hospital and needed a small pill urgently... 

 

   But the time is tight, so I didn’t say which hospital. 

 

   She was in a hurry to come back from Independent Island this time, and she didn't have time to 

make small pills. 

 

   So when she received this call, she went to Weilou to get the medicine as soon as possible. 

Fortunately, Weilou still had medicine, so it wasn't too bad. 



 

   But for Qiao Nian, Mr. Jiang's sudden brain congestion was a terrible thing in itself... 

 

   Her mood was almost at rock bottom. 

 

   And this news was told to her by Jiang Li. 

 

  Jiang Li is not a person who would joke about this kind of thing. 

 

  Qiao Nian is false to say that he is not in a hurry. 

 

   "First People's Hospital." Jiang Li got the medicine and was about to get in the car: "Come with 

me." 

 

"it is good." 

 

  Qiao Nian did not delay at all, and immediately followed him. 

 

  … 

 

   Wait for the nanny car to drive outside the hospital. 

 

  Jiang Li then remembered that he didn't ask which emergency room you were in. 

 

   He got out of the car, disregarding his celebrity status, and didn't wear a hat. He casually brought a 

mask for himself and jumped down to call Tang Wanru. 

 

   "I'm here, I got the medicine." 

 



   He hurriedly said, "Mom, where are you?" 

 

   "Let me find you." Tang Wanru didn't say the exact location, but instead asked where he was: 

"Where are you?" 

 

  "..." Jiang Li frowned and wanted to say that it would be faster for him to go directly, but thinking 

that delaying time on the phone with her would only delay the old man's illness. 

 

   So he reported where the car was parked. 

 

   He didn't stand outside for long. 

 

   I saw Tang Wanru hurried out of the consultation hall of the hospital. She looked dignified and 

elegant, dressed in exquisite clothes, and her hair was not messed up at all, not like the anxiousness she 

showed on the phone. 

 

   Jiang Li frowned. 

 

   But he didn't let him think about it. 

 

   Tang Wanru had already walked up to him and reached out to him: "Jiang Li, where's the 

medicine?" 

 

    

 

  Chapter 3206 Sister Nian has already reacted 

 

   "Grandpa, he..." He wanted to know the current situation of the old man even more. 

 

  Tang Wanru kept urging him: "Give me the medicine first, so I can take it to the doctor, don't waste 

any more time." 



 

  Jiang Li had no choice but to take out the medicine and hand it to her first. 

 

  Tang Wanru got the medicine, her face was obviously happy, and she was about to leave. 

 

  Jiang Li grabbed her: "Where is grandpa?" 

 

  Tang Wanru seemed to be absent-minded, she glanced at the girl getting off the nanny's car, 

seemed a little nervous, then looked at the impatient Jiang Li, and said casually, "The first emergency 

room." 

 

  Jiang Li let go of his hand after knowing where the old man was, and turned back to find Qiao Nian, 

intending to go with her to have a look first. 

 

  At this moment, Qiao Nian has also come over, just in time to meet him. 

 

   "Nian Nian, the old man is in the first emergency room." Jiang Li was about to tell her. 

 

   But the girl pulled down the brim of her peaked cap, with headsets in her ears, as if she was on the 

phone, looking over his shoulder and looking back. 

 

   "Huh? Please help me find someone." 

 

   "..." 

 

  Jiang Li followed her gaze and looked back, only seeing Tang Wanru's back. He turned his head 

again, and said to the girl again: "How about we go there first?" 

 

  He was really afraid that something would happen to the old man. 

 



   Who knew that the girl seemed not in a hurry anymore, her dark eyelashes drooped, and she 

whispered to the person on the other end of the Bluetooth headset: "I see, thank you." 

 

  Jiang Li was really in a hurry, wishing he could go there first. 

 

  But he was worried about Qiao Nian staying here alone, and he pressed his brows anxiously. Seeing 

that she hung up the phone, he hurriedly said, "Nian Nian, let's go and see..." 

 

  He didn't finish his sentence this time. 

 

  Qiao Nian pinched the bridge of her nose, as if she didn't know how to speak to him, she looked at 

him for a second and said, "Grandpa is fine." 

 

   "?" Jiang Li was stunned for a moment. 

 

   Are you okay? How could it be all right? His mother clearly said on the phone that the person was 

sent to the hospital due to brain congestion, and now he is being rescued in the first emergency room... 

 

  Qiao Nian seemed to see what he was thinking, put the phone away, suppressed the surly look in 

his eyes, and said coldly, "She lied to you." 

 

   "?!" Jiang Libo's eyes widened. 

 

  Qiao Nian said in a deep voice, "She came here for medicine." 

 

   This scam is not very clever. 

 

  The only clever thing about Tang Wanru is to use Jiang Li to find her to get medicine. 

 

  Only when Jiang Li told her that the old man had a sudden cerebral hemorrhage, she would not 

immediately doubt the truth of this statement. 



 

   And Tang Wanru took advantage of this. 

 

  Jiang Li is not stupid. 

 

  As soon as Qiao Nian said this, he quickly understood the meaning of the words. 

 

  He contacted Tang Wanru's abnormal behavior before and after, his fingers dug into the flesh, his 

back was stiff, and he couldn't even turn his neck: "She used grandpa to lie to me?" 

 

   Although Qiao Nian didn't want to say that, the fact is like this: "Only if you tell me, I won't doubt it, 

and take out the medicine as soon as possible." 

 

  Jiang Li seemed to be whipped on his body, his heart was throbbing with pain, numb his senses, and 

it took him a long time to force out a sentence from his throat: "What does she want this medicine for?" 

 

   "I don't know." Qiao Nian shook his head, then pulled off the brim of his hat with a cold hand, and 

said in a cold tone, "But I guess it has something to do with some people in Continent F." 

 

  She guessed that there was a high probability that someone had said something to Tang Wanru. 

 

  For example, asking Tang Wanru to take medicine on the condition of Jiang Xianrou. 

 

   "Continent F?" Jiang Li didn't think it was so far away, and was just taken aback. 

 

  Qiao Nian patted him on the shoulder, silently withdrew his hand, and said, "I'll check what's going 

on first, and I'll tell you when I figure it out." 

 

   

 



  Chapter 3207 She was provoked, she really refused to stop for a second! 

 

   "That medicine..." Jiang Li wanted to die now. 

 

  He never thought that one day he would be used by his mother to cheat. Although he never 

thought that this would happen from the beginning to the end, it caused such consequences. 

 

  Jiang Li now has no face to face her other than self-blame and guilt: "Nian Nian, I..." 

 

   Qiao Nian saw that the end of his eyes were red, pursed his lower lip, and patted his arm again: 

"It's nothing, it's just a medicine." 

 

   "..." Jiang Li still stood there blaming himself, unable to accept this matter. 

 

  Qiao Nian rubbed the center of her brows again, and said in a more serious tone: "It's really fine. I 

have a lot of this medicine..." 

 

   Small pills are sold at sky-high prices on the black market, and even one medicine is hard to find. 

 

  But for her, as long as she wants as much as she wants... The few medicines that Tang Wanru 

cheated were really not a loss to her. 

 

  What she cares more about now is what Tang Wanru wants to do with all these medicines after all 

her efforts...or what the people who instigated them are doing with these medicines... 

 

  Qiao Nian had guessed who was behind it, so he told Jiang Li, "Go back first. I'll tell you when I find 

out!" 

 

  Jiang Li is well-known, and has just finished shooting a magazine, with dazzling hair and eye 

makeup, even with a mask on, his face is still ostentatious. 

 



  There are people coming and going in the hospital, and someone has noticed them. 

 

   Whispering in their direction. 

 

  Jiang Li also knew that he was not suitable to stay here for too long, even though he was still 

depressed about Tang Wanru lying to him, he didn't hold back: "Niannian about this matter... I will give 

you an explanation." 

 

Qiao Nian raised her thin eyelids to look at him, knowing that Tang Wanru was his biological mother no 

matter what, and she didn't do anything other than use the old man's health to deceive others, so she 

responded softly from her throat: " kindness." 

 

  She had to go back to confirm some things, so she turned around and waved: "Let's go first." 

 

  Jiang Li looked at her leaving back with mixed feelings in his heart. 

 

   Then think of everything Tang Wanru did today. 

 

  He pursed his lips tightly, took out his cell phone, and made a call that he hadn't contacted for a 

long time: "Dad, come home, I have something to tell you." 

 

  ** 

 

  When Qiao Nian walked out of the hospital, she received a call from Ye Wangchuan. 

 

  She stopped a car on the side of the road and went back, answered the phone: "Hello." 

 

   "Is Mr. Jiang okay?" Ye Wangchuan asked after getting on the phone. 

 

  Qiao Nian put her hand between her eyebrows and said to the driver, "Please go to Rhine." 



 

  The car starts and drives away. 

 

  She said to him slowly: "I'll come back and tell you." 

 

  … 

 

  The hospital is a certain distance from the residence, plus the traffic jam on the road. 

 

   Forty minutes later. 

 

  Qiao Nian finally returned to the apartment. 

 

   Along the way, Wei Lou also asked her about Mr. Jiang, and asked her if it was convenient for her 

to visit the hospital... Qiao Nian had no choice but to reject his offer and tell him that Mr. Jiang was fine. 

 

  Wait for her to return to her residence. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan handed her a glass of water, then leaned against the wall and asked, "I just called 

the nursing home to ask, Mr. Jiang is fine. What's going on here?" 

 

  Qiao Nian has been running around for hours since she received Jiang Li's call. She walked in and 

took a sip of water from a cup. 

 

   Slowed down a little, and briefly explained Tang Wanru's messy operation, and said succinctly: "It 

should be Nie Qingru's handwriting." 

 

  She walked to the sofa and found a place to sit down, her eyebrows and eyes were lowered, and 

she could see that the whole body was enveloped in an impatient air-conditioning. 

 



   "Tang Wanru came up with the idea, but she should be behind it." 

 

   "She really doesn't want to stop for a second." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3208 Let’s take a look and see how they deal with it 

 

  Ye Wangchuan walked over and put the cup in her hand on the coffee table for her, looked down at 

her and said, "Then do you care?" 

 

  Qiao Nian felt disturbed when she heard the words, she paused and said, "I asked Daji to check the 

internal news of the hospital. It is estimated that Nie Qixing is going to die soon... Otherwise, with her 

character, she wouldn't ask me immediately." 

 

   Needless to say, Ye Wangchuan guessed about it. 

 

  He still stared at the girl with his deep, flat eyes, and said slowly, "I mean Tang Wanru..." 

 

  Qiao Nian raised her head and met his gaze. When she saw the well-reduced cold light in his eyes, 

she turned away and rubbed her forehead with a headache. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan continued lazily, "...she is not suitable to stay in the Jiang family." 

 

  He knew that Qiao Nian always had reservations about Tang Wanru because of Jiang Lao, Jiang Li 

and others. 

 

   This time Tang Wanru did not cause any substantial harm to the family, but next time, next time... 

As long as she stays in Jiang's house for a day, there will be countless next time. 

 

  Who can guarantee that she can achieve her goal without hurting the old man every time? 



 

  If Nie Qingru's request next time is to exchange Mr. Jiang's life, or turn his brains on Jiang Zongjin... 

 

  Ye Wangchuan narrowed his eyes slightly, and his tone sank: "How about I help you deal with it?" 

 

  Qiao Nian's facial features are all exquisite. She took off the peaked cap with her pale fingers and 

twirled it around her fingertips, as if she was thinking about it. After a while, she calmly said, "Let's take 

a look first. Let's see how they deal with it." 

 

  The people she said were clearly referring to Jiang Zongnan and Jiang Yao... 

 

   Tang Wanru lied about Mr. Jiang's physical condition this time, which was really too much. 

 

   Let's see if her second uncle cares about it. 

 

   Never mind. 

 

  ** 

 

  The atmosphere in the Jiang family villa was extremely low at the moment. 

 

  All the servants at home were called back by Jiang Zongnan in advance. 

 

  The only family left in the huge villa. 

 

  Master Jiang is also at home, pushed by a nurse. Besides the nurse, the only outsider here is a 

middle-aged man in a suit and leather shoes and glasses. 

 

  The middle-aged man stood in the corner with great insight, trying to minimize his presence here, 

and his few words seemed like a background board... 



 

  Jiang Zongnan sat on the sofa with his eyebrows deep. 

 

   There are a few pages of paper spread out in front of him, densely written on it... He seems to have 

carefully read the terms above, and picked up the pen to sign at the end. 

 

   "Dad!" Jiang Yao couldn't help but stop him when the atmosphere dropped to freezing point. 

 

  Everyone looked at him. 

 

  His own temples were throbbing, his eyes were dark and deep, and the corners of his lips were tight 

and he said to Jiang Zongnan seriously: "Have you thought it through? You can't go back on your word 

after signing this." 

 

  When he said this, no matter whether it was Mr. Jiang or Jiang Li, neither of them made a sound, 

allowing them to talk. 

 

Jiang Zongnan seemed to be moved by what he said, and he tightened his grip on the pen. The next 

second, he said in a deep voice, "If it wasn't for the sake of the two of you, I would have signed it a long 

time ago. Okay. It's not too late today..." 

 

   "Dad." Jiang Yao hesitated for a long time, but couldn't say anything to persuade him. 

 

   After all, what Tang Wanru did, even a son like him can't stand it, so what face does he have to 

force Jiang Zongnan to endure... 

 

  Jiang Zongnan didn't pay attention to him any more, and resolutely signed his name at the end. 

 

  Then he sat up straight, let out a long breath, with a look of relief on his face, and then handed over 

all the documents on the table to the middle-aged man standing in the corner. 

 

   "I signed it." 



 

   

 

  Chapter 3209 Mr. Jiang has already signed it 

 

   "Okay, please trouble Mr. Jiang." 

 

  The middle-aged man took the scattered documents from him, stood beside him and organized 

them one by one, holding them in his arms. 

 

at this time. 

 

  There was an engine humming outside the villa, it seemed that Tang Wanru had come back from 

outside. 

 

  Jiang Yao raised his head suddenly, Junrong's expression became complicated, and he didn't know 

where to put his hands and feet. 

 

  Jiang Li was expressionless, just standing next to Mr. Jiang, it seemed that Tang Wanru had already 

polished off his feelings. 

 

  Grandpa Jiang sat up a little bit, with a serious expression on his old face, and the corners of his 

mouth tightened, without saying a word. 

 

  … 

 

  Finally, Tang Wanru parked her car and came in from the outside. 

 

   When she entered and changed her shoes at the entrance, she found that the servants at home 

were not there. Immediately after she went in, she saw Mr. Jiang, who had lived in the nursing home all 

year round, coming. 



 

   "Dad? How do you..." 

 

   Before she finished speaking, she turned her head and noticed Jiang Li who was standing next to 

Mr. Jiang. 

 

Tang Wanru's eyes dodged, showing a guilty expression, and she walked forward with a fluke mentality: 

"Dad, don't tell me when you come, so that I can let the cook at home cook soup for you and cook 

something that suits your taste .I don’t know if it’s still too late..." 

 

   "By the way, why didn't I see the servants? Where did they go one by one?" 

 

   "Enough." Jiang Zongnan interrupted her just in time. 

 

  Tang Wanru usually had to be angry with him for his bad attitude, but this time because she was too 

guilty, she didn't dare to say anything: "Didn't I want... the servant to go shopping for vegetables?" 

 

Looking at her like this, Jiang Yao couldn't tell whether he was disappointed or desperate, so he took the 

initiative to stand up and break the deadlock: "Mom, you received a call at noon. Your face was not right 

at the time, and you hid from me and went to the room to answer the phone. Who made that call to 

you?" 

 

  Tang Wanru really reacted very strongly: "Why do you ask this?" 

 

  Jiang Yao insisted: "Who is calling you?" 

 

  Tang Wanru still didn't say anything, and said casually: "It's just a phone call, I made a mistake." 

 

  Jiang Yao completely shut up and closed his eyes. 

 

  All these fell into Jiang Zongnan's eyes. Apart from disappointment, Jiang Zongnan was left with 

nothing but disappointment, and the last warmth in his eyes disappeared. 



 

   "Lawyer Zhang, show her the divorce agreement." 

 

"OK." 

 

Only then did the middle-aged man wearing glasses stand out from the corner, walked up to the 

astonished Tang Wanru, handed over the document that Jiang Zongnan had signed before, and said to 

her, "Ms. Tang, take a look at this agreement." , there is a detailed property division on it. If there is no 

problem, you can just sign your name at the end." 

 

   "You want to divorce me?" Tang Wanru looked as if struck by lightning, her face was as white as 

paper, she squeezed her hands, and glared at Jiang Zongnan who was on the sofa. 

 

  Jiang Zongnan didn't answer her, and didn't even give her a look. 

 

  The lawyer he found continued to tell Tang Wanru: "Mr. Jiang has already signed it, and the only 

thing left is you." 

 

  Jiang Zongnan has already signed, and the answer is self-evident. 

 

  Tang Wanru finally realized the seriousness of the matter. Looking around, Jiang Li didn't make eye 

contact with her at all, and Jiang Yao also avoided her eyes. 

 

Her eyes fell on Mr. Jiang who was sitting in a wheelchair, and she rushed over to cry, "Dad, I know I did 

something wrong. But Zongnan wants to divorce me... I will have children for the family anyway. I'm 

divorced...Dad, please speak for me." 

 

  She couldn't imagine life after divorce. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3210 There is no room for maneuver this time 



 

  Tang Wanru has long been used to the wealthy life of Mrs. Jiang's family. On weekdays, she only 

comes into contact with upper-class people, and she doesn't interact with ordinary people. 

 

   This kind of comfortable life, once divorced, she will stay away from her. 

 

   Among the wealthy ladies around her, who did not associate with her because of their family 

background, without the Jiang family, she would be nothing... 

 

   "Dad..." Tang Wanru panicked now, her eyes were red from crying, she was really scared. 

 

  She knew that Mr. Jiang seemed strict, but he was actually very soft-hearted, so she immediately 

begged him. 

 

   After all, one sentence from the old man is more useful than ten sentences from her! 

 

   But this time she was doomed to disappointment. 

 

  Jiang Weishang had heard from Jiang Li a long time ago that she used him to go to Qiao Nian's to 

cheat medicine, and Jiang Zongnan's handling result was also his acquiescence. 

 

  So even if Tang Wanru cried heart-rendingly by his lap, all he got was a sigh: "The Jiang family can't 

keep you anymore." 

 

  Tang Wanru's eyes, stained by tears, opened wide and slightly widened: "Dad..." 

 

Jiang Weishang shook his head at her: "It's useless for you to call me. After the matter of Xianrou came 

out, I considered Yao'er and the others, and I tolerated you again and again. Including Zongnan, even if 

you made such a thing happen, he didn't call you out in public. embarrassing you..." 

 

  With Jiang Zongnan's status, he is only in his fifties, which is the golden age of a man. The Jiang 

family is not bad in appearance, so Jiang Zongnan has the charm of a mature man. 



 

   Such a person will have many people around him who throw themselves into his arms. 

 

  If Jiang Zongnan is willing, he can raise a small one outside like everyone else in the circle. 

 

   But he didn't. 

 

  Even if Tang Wanru made trouble with a cuckold, he still maintained the dignity that a big family 

should have, and gave Tang Wanru enough face. 

 

  Even though I often use overtime as an excuse to sleep in the company or hotel, I haven't made any 

scandals outside. 

 

   But what about Tang Wanru? 

 

   As the party at fault, she didn't restrain herself, and was still doing stupid things for Jiang Xianrou. 

 

  As the only elder in the family, he really couldn't pamper her any longer. 

 

   "Please take a good look at the terms of the divorce agreement to see if there are any demands to 

be made. If there is no problem, just sign it." 

 

  Master Jiang knew that Jiang Zongnan could not treat Tang Wanru harshly in the divorce agreement 

considering Jiang Yao and Jiang Li's two adult children. 

 

  So she said to Tang Wanru very calmly: "If you sign, everyone will be relieved." 

 

   "..." 

 



  Tang Wanru saw his determination, and when her legs gave way, she slipped and sat on the ground, 

unable to stand up for a long time. His face was also pale, his lips were trembling, and his face was full of 

despair— 

 

The middle-aged lawyer wearing glasses was indeed a very measured person. At this moment, he 

unhurriedly handed the divorce agreement in front of her again, and said softly: "Ms. Tang, the 

agreement is here. Take a look, there is Any objection can be raised, and we can discuss it later.” 

 

  Tang Wanru's blood was cold all over her body, and her fingertips were cold. She couldn't clearly 

see the agreement he handed over. Her eyes were blurred, leaving only deep regret. 

 

  She...has long been accustomed to the life of being loved by others, and the life of a rich and high-

ranking lady from a famous family. 

 

  Even if Jiang Zongnan left some money and a house for her in the agreement, how can he compare 

with Mrs. Jiang's identity? 

 

  She began to tremble all over, looking around desperately, trying to find someone to intercede for 

herself. 

 

   "Jiang Yao..." 

 

  Jiang Yao gritted his teeth and stopped talking. 

 

  Tang Wanru felt as if cold water was pouring down her head, and she mistakenly saw Jiang Li 

standing next to her... Her vision slowly focused, and finally turned into twisted and resentful 

resentment. 

 

"It's you?" 


